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Rainbow ofEmotions
Djehane Hassouna

About the Author
Djehane's poetic journey began during her childhood in Egypt. French
Poetry inspired her, and her grandfather encouraged her to verbally express
herself... She has never stopped writing ever since. She writes poems about
nature, feelings and emotions, about life as a whole. She expresses her
hopes, fears, triumphs, failures, gratitude and resentment.

Djehane's fascination with the human imagination inspired her Master's
thesis at Vermont College and her love for the sea shaped her PhD
dissertation at theUniversity of Pittsburgh.

Djehane feels blessed to be gifted with a poetic vision, and she considers
every poem to be a unique masterpiece. As she writes and her emotions
take shape into verse, Djehane becomes onewith her poetry.

Rainbow of emotions is a compilation of Djehane's various emotional ups
and downs, relevant to events in her life and in the world.

Each chapter has a specific theme: reflection, hope, nature, creativity, sorrow,
time and fear. The first chapter reflects on the relationship between parents
and children as well as nostalgia for the past. The second chapter focuses
on hope and faith in the future. The third chapter addresses the versatility
of nature and the interaction among its dwellers. The remaining chapters
delve into creativity, melancholy, eternal wisdom, the passage of time, illness
and old age. The final chapter focuses on the desire for freedom, the fear
of losing it, and the impact of war.

Djehane’s unique approach of adding a little whimsy to the deep dimensions
of her imagination makes the book enjoyable to read, thus creating a deep
connection with readers and showing them new perspectives.
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Being myself is notso simple! It’s a challenge!

Thinking outside the box, refusing to followthe crowd,

Portrayingmyself as I really am, unique inwhat I do.

Feeling theway I like, thinking theway I want,

Believing theway I choose, behaving theway I opt to,

Comprehending theworld inmy very ownmanner,

And conveying thingsas I have interpretedthem!

It is not so simple to standout in broaddaylight,

Declaringwhat I stand for,what I honestly believe,

What I’d liketobe appreciated for...

I definitely donotfeel the need tochange.

It’s noteasy beingmyself! Yet, I’mnotgiving up!
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Being Myself

A Look Inside

PoemReviews
“Congrats on comingup with a brilliantmetaphor

for heart break!!! Great!”
Allpoetry.com user Beeusjayus’ commentson the poem

Swiss Cheese.

“I love the description of the moonlight. It's so
beautiful and serene.”

Allpoetry.com user asterxx’scommentson the poem
Moonlight.

“Nice poem on nature, the sunshine is beaming in the
poem with scenicbeauty. Keep going”

Allpoetry.com user Naina's commentson the poem
Sunshine.

“That’s a very nice atmosphericwrite.. excellent
images all over"

Allpoetry.com user Cheval’s commentson the poem
Moonlight.

“Very well written and very peaceful and happy
poem. Liked it.”

Allpoetry.com user D.M. Russ’commentson the poem
Sunflower.


